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Experimental investigation of single voxels for laser nanofabrication via
two-photon photopolymerization
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We report critical roles that are played by laser system parameters in two-photon laser
nanofabrication, which are not significant in rapid prototyping at larger scale, including:~i!
polarization-induced lateral deshaping of volume elements, voxels, the primitive building block of
micronanostructures, and~ii ! lateral size reduction of voxels at low numerical aperture lens focusing
due to thresholding effect. Also interesting is~iii ! simultaneous recording of zeroth- and
higher-order diffraction patterns, which was not hindered by the two-order light intensity difference
by taking the advantage of the largedynamic exposure time rangeof general resins, a concept that
is proposed in contrast todynamic power range. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
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Although it has been recognized as one of the m
promising technologies for producing nanodevices due to
intrinsic three-dimensional~3D! processing capability,1–7

two-photon photopolymerization is still at its infant stag
High-quality laser nanofabrication needs consideration
performance from both materials and laser system asp
which is the premise to establish it as an advanced nano
cessing tool. An example along this line is the recent i
provement of fabrication accuracy. A near-100-nm late
spatial resolution has been achieved by using sub-diffract
limited two-photon photopolymerization,5–7 which optically
utilizes high numerical aperture~NA! lenses for laser beam
focusing, and chemically relies on a radical quenching eff

Synthesis of highly effective two-photon initiators an
sensitizers represents an important direction in the pre
two-photon research.4,8–10 Good materials alone, howeve
are not enough to lead to high-level fabrication, for whi
understanding of the characteristics of focused laser-indu
two-photon photopolymerization at the submicron range,
therefore of the possibility and potential of optical writing,
indispensable. Nevertheless, the work has not been don
this letter, we report how basic parameters, such as l
beam polarization, NA and exposure time affect the sh
and size of volume elements~voxels! of photopolymeriza-
tion. The results presented are essential for properly des
ing and depicting nanoscale features of 3D microstructu
and devices.

The concern about the issue of polarization arises fr
the observation that rod widths photopolymerized at differ
scanning directions may differ by up to more than 10%
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logpile photonic crystals.2 Such a significant deviation is no
negligible for photonic and optoelectronic devices, whi
generally need precise matching to structural parameters
example, a 5% lattice constant shift would completely d
able an add–drop wavelength division multiplex filter11

Two-photon polymerized structures consist of voxels,
shape and size of which affect the contour of the object to
written, particularly when the feature dimension is small,
example,,1 mm.7 Voxels are generally considered to r
semble a spinning ellipsoid with axis lengths 2a52b,2c.12

However, we experimentally found it not true if a linear
polarized laser beam is employed. In order to examine
effect of polarization, an optical system as shown in Fig. 1~a!
was utilized. A 780-nm wavelength, 80-fs pulsewidth, 8
MHz repetition rate femtosecond laser was focused to p
topolymerizable resin and scanned, as done in our prev
work.5–7,13Shown in Fig. 1~b! is the lateral scanning electro
microscope~SEM! image of a voxel formed using 1.4-NA
optics when vertically polarized~along thex direction! out-
put beam was utilized. The complete and isolated voxels
all current research were obtained by using the ascen
scan technology we proposed earlier.13 From the figure, the
voxel axis lengths are measured to 2a5325 nm (x direction!
and 2b5295 nm (y direction!, giving rise to a lateral axis
ratio m i5a/b51.1. Variation of the beam polarization direc
tion relative to the objective led to corresponding orientat
rotation of voxels, while their size and shape remain u
changed@Figs. 1~c!–1~e!#.

The polarization-dependent voxel shape could be att
uted to depolarization effect that was predicted by elec
magnetic focusing theory.14 It is already known that when
the beam incident anglea is small, the focal field (Ex , Ey ,
Ez) is sufficiently described by a cylindrically symmetr
il:
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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function @E(r ), 0,0# with r 5A(x21y2), where the input
beam is assumed to polarize along thex direction. Neverthe-
less, whena.40° (NA.0.7), the symmetry is broken, an
a field with significantEy andEz component appears. Mor
precisely, the electric field can be expressed as15

E~r 2 ,f,z2!5
p i

l
$@ I 01cos~2f!I 2# i1sin~2f!I 2j

12i cosfI 1k%, ~1!

where i, j , and k are the unit vectors in thex, y, and z
directions, respectively@Fig. 1~a!#, variablesr 2 , z2 , and f
are cylindrical coordinates of an observation point.I 0 , I 1 ,
and I 2 , the average light intensities in ring regions of t
zeroth-, first-, and second-order diffractions, respectively,
not constant-zero variables~see definitions in Ref. 15!.
Hence, it is clear the electric field at the focal region is d
polarized. Two-photon point spread function@Fig. 2~a!# cal-
culated according to Eq.~1! shows that the lateral axis rati
is 1.30 at 1.4 NA and 1.06 at 0.8 NA if the FWHM full widt
at half-maximum~FWHM! was adopted as polymerizatio
threshold line. These values agree with the experiment
attained deshaping degree, 1.1 at 1.4 NA and not discern
when NA,1.0.

If the assignment of lateral voxel deshaping to depo
ization effect is sound, the nonunit lateral axis ratio could
eliminated by adopting a circular and nonpolarized bea

FIG. 1. Polarization-induced lateral deshaping of voxels.~a! Optical setup.
Different NAs were realized by adjusting the diameter of the variable p
hole.~b!–~e! Top-view SEM images of voxels formed with laser of differe
linear polarizations.~f! Voxels produced at incident power the same as~b!–
~e!, but with a circularly polarized laser and~g! nonpolarized laser. All
voxels were created by 1.4-NA focusing 5.0 mW~measured before objec
tive! laser, and the exposure time is 16 ms.
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which was experimentally realized by inserting a 780-n
antireflection-coatedc-axis-cut quartzl/4 retardation plate
and a visible-range double-plate-type quartz depolarizer
the light path, respectively. As a result, voxels of nearly p
fect round lateral cross section were achieved in both ca
@Figs. 1~f! and 1~g!#.

In these experiments, the different NAs were realized
a variable pinhole. NA change redistributes the photon
ergy at the focal volume. Deducing from the FWHM valu
presented in Fig. 2, a low NA tends to give larger featu
sizes in both lateral and vertical directions regardless
absolute intensity level. Experimentally, however, a cont
dictory result was obtained. At the identical exposure con
tion ~particularly the focal spot powers are kept identical!, a
low NA ~0.88! gives a lateral voxel size of 350 nm, small
than that achieved at high NA~1.4!, 460 nm @Fig. 3~a!#,
although the smallest visible voxels are 260 nm at 0.88
and 120 nm at 1.4 NA, respectively. Further experime

-

FIG. 2. Theoretical two-photon point spread function calculated using v
torial Debye method.~a! x axis ~wider profiles! and y axis ~narrower pro-
files!, and ~b! vertical direction (z axis!. It was assumed that the inciden
power before the aperture was identical and the laser was focused 10mm
above the glass substrate. The refractive indexes of the resin and the
glass are 1.512 and 1.49, respectively. The spherical aberration due t
refractive index mismatch is considered, which, however induces, in
case of NA51.2, only a 0.5-mm vertical shift of the focal spot when the
focusing depth increases from zero~at the glass/resin interface! until 20 mm
deep inside the resin. The focal spot shape and size remain unchange

FIG. 3. NA-dependent voxels.~a! Side-view SEM images of voxels formed
with identical focal spot laser power.~b! Exposure time-dependent voxe
size in both lateral and longitudinal directions under different NAs.
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shows that it is common that at intermediate irradiation lev
low NA provides better lateral resolution@Fig. 3~b!#. This
phenomenon could be interpreted by a threshold effect.5,6 In
the case of low NA focusing, laser power is distributed to
larger volume with a solidified front demarcated by t
threshold camber vertically expanded and laterally shrunk
as proved by the point spread functions in Fig. 2. This led
slim voxels. This effect provides an example that mate
attributes affect the nanofabrication performance, and
could find technical use, for example, for separately cont
ling the lateral and vertical dimensions of single-sca
produced rods in logpile photonic crystals2 by NA tuning or
for producing high-aspect-ratio two-dimensional structu
with low-NA focusing.

Increase of voxel size is limited by the power windo
defined by two-photon polymerization and laser-induc
breakdown thresholds. Their ratio is defined as the dyna
power rangePDPR, meaning the maximum relative powe
that can be utilized for microfabrication. Small dynam
power range is usually not a problem for pinpoint writing
nanostructures. However, for multibeam interferential p
terning of 3D periodic structures,16 higher-order diffracted
patterns are sometimes helpful to achieve sub-struct
contained photonic lattices.17 Nevertheless, the nearly two
order light intensity difference makes it impossible to sim
taneously polymerize the zeroth- and first-order maxima
resin that possessesPDPR of only 2;5, typical values for
commercial resins. The issue is solved if a concept, dyna
exposure time range (TDTR) is considered. Similar to dy
namic power range, thedynamic time rangecan be defined
as the exposure temporal span determined by the expo
times that are necessary to induce polymerization and
cause material breakdown, respectively, at a given la
power.

The dynamic time range is also a material-depend
property and is a function of exerted exposure power.TDTR

could be larger thanPDPR by orders of magnitude; for ex
ample,;1000 times at 1.1Pth for the current material sys
tem. At the long exposure duration, the polymerization r

FIG. 4. Simultaneous recording of zeroth- and first-order diffracted frin
at the focal spot.~a! 128-ms and~b! 256-ms exposure, and~c! zeroth-order
body of a voxel obtained at 256-ms exposure, where the first order fr
was detached during developing.
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changes pronouncedly versus time increase, for example
and 0.09 nm/s at lateral dimension when exposure proce
to 4 and 256 ms, respectively~the dashed lines in Fig. 3!. It
predicts that after the size expansion at the central portio
the zeroth-order diffraction reaches a near-saturation sta
patterns at sub-maxima starts growth with a higher rate u
exhaustion of radical quenchers. In other words, the lo
dynamic time range permits simultaneous, or more precis
sequentially recording in one exposure event both zero
and higher-order diffracted features.

Our analysis was experimentally confirmed. Figure
shows the SEM images of voxels formed at a relativ
longer exposure time, where partly@Fig. 4~a!# and fully @Fig.
4~b!# recorded first-order diffraction fringes are clearly see
The two-photon polymerization time threshold atP
510 mW is around 1 ms. Voxels in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! are
from 128-ms and 256-ms exposures, respectively. Since
cal spot height varies point by point, the characteristic of
ascending scan technology, voxels appear either truncate
overturned. Moreover, it was found the zeroth- and fir
order features appear exactly at positions expected
calculation,6 and are well separated, so that a focal spot t
is fully lifted from substrate results in a voxel not accomp
nied by the first-order fringe@Fig. 4~c!#. These findings dis-
criminate the roles that are played by exposure time and l
power in two-photon photopolymerization nanowriting. Th
large dynamic time range could lead to increased freed
for tailoring complicated patterns, for example, in rapid fa
rication of photonic crystals by multibeam interference.

In summary, seemingly simple laser system parame
were found playing previously unrevealed roles for nan
cale writing of voxels. Although our analyses are based
two-photon photopolymerization, they are applicable to
general process of precision laser microfabrication includ
those launched by single-photon absorption.
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